Gimbal Jr.

Gimbal Jr.
It rocks, it rolls, it can even swivel – Gimbal Jr. is a unique
multi-use chair that functions in many scenarios in the public
space. A comfortable alternative to a meeting chair or a
small-scale lounge option, Gimbal Jr. will quickly become a
fan favorite in any environment.

Rock it.

Roll it.

Take it for a spin.

No, really. With a subtle
rocking motion and a base
that allows you to sway from
side to side, the Gimbal Jr.
Rocker is a mini-me version of
the original Gimbal Rocker.

We know that flexibility is
critical to the modern public
space. Pull up a Gimbal Jr.
Wheeler for a breakout session
and easily roll it wherever else
a comfortable seat is needed
throughout the day.

With an option for a 360˚
swivel or 90˚ swivel with
auto-return, Gimbal Jr. Swivel
is another option that just
makes sense. Incorporate
multiple at a meeting table
to make getting in and out a
breeze, or utilize the autoreturn function to keep a tidy
look in a lounge area.

Keep it in the family.
The smaller cousin to Gimbal Highback
and Lowback Rockers, Gimbal Jr. takes
what is loved about these classic lounge
chairs and brings it to a whole new
category of seating. Fill your space with
the Gimbal Family to see how movement
can transform a space.

Make a pivot.
Designed specifically for Gimbal Jr., available in left or
right-side facing, and with a double-articulating motion,
the Pivot Table takes Gimbal Jr. from a lounge or meeting
seat to a personal work station. Available in a multitude of
finish options, you have the tools to create a completely
unique look.
*Pivot Table not available with Rocker model.
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Find what moves you.
From meeting to lounging to working, Gimbal Jr. functions in endless scenarios. Bring movement,
comfort, and fun to any space with this unique collection.
For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

Rocker

Wheeler

Swivel 90˚
Auto-Return

Swivel 360˚
No Auto-Return

Pivot Table
(Not avail. on rocker)

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Breck
Table — Large

Teton
Meeting Table

Kona
Laptop Table

Ruby
Round Coffee Table

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.
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